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Basic CLIPS Workshop 
This is for practice only; nothing needs to be turned in.  Comments 
and questions should be posted to the CLIPS discussion forum on 
the course Blackboard. 

 
21 SEP 2011 

Experiment with  annotated dribble files* for each of the problems in this assignment.  Name the files after 
the problems, i.e., the results of problem 1 should be found in the file prob1.txt.  Any .clp files which you 
create to complete the assignment should be turned in as well. 

*    A dribble file is a trace of the processing.  Recall from tutorial notes that (dribble-on <filename>) will 
send all i/o to the specified file, until the (dribble-off) command is entered.  This will allow you to 
record your results.  Subsequently, you can use any editor to add notes (the annotation) to the dribble 
file. 

 

There are a number of sample applications in the clipswin\exe\examples directory.  Begin this assignment 
by trying out a few of these.  The wordgame.clp file contains a straightforward, simple program.  rpc.clp lets 
you play the game Rock, Paper, Scissors with the computer.  map.clp is a representation of the classic Monkey 
and Bananas problem, similar to the robot mover we talked about in class, where a monkey needs to figure out how 
to reach a bunch of bananas hanging in the middle of the room.  There are others, featuring various aspects of 
CLIPS. 

1. One of the sample files contains an expert for recommending wines to accompany various types of meals.  Start 
up CLIPS.  Load, reset, and run the file wine.clp: 

CLIPS>  (load wine.clp)       ; You might have to specify a pathname, 
 ; such as a:\wine.clp, if the location of 
 ; the sample files is not the default  
 ; directory.  Or use the File/Load menu 
 ; option. 
CLIPS>  (reset) 
CLIPS>  (run) 

 You will need to enter values as prompted.  Note:  The wine program is very unforgiving --  you must enter the 
values it asks for, using the answer options which are listed. 

 Experiment with this program, and take a look at the source code.  There will be unfamiliar constructs, but take 
a look anyway to get an idea of what you are working with.  This particular program calculates certainties 
associated with the wine recommendations it makes. 

Turn in: What does the wine expert recommend that you serve with a meal in which the entree is fish with a 
strong, spicy sauce, and you prefer full-bodied, medium red wines? 
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2. Identify the following as valid or invalid CLIPS symbols.  If invalid, state why. 

duck1-1_soup-soup  
d!?#%^  
you&me   
)   
marge$?simpson  
$?homer  
**!!   

3. Identify the following as valid or invalid CLIPS strings.  If invalid, state why. 

"duck/soup"   
"dark roast Colombian is good!!!"   
"CLIPS is written in C'   

4. How does CLIPS represent the following numbers? 

1  
1.5  
-9.76  
3.5e5 

5. Assert the following facts as shown (i.e., the fourth fact is entered over three lines).  What does the fact-list 
show?  Identify the type of each field in each fact in the fact-list. 

(coffee-is ""kona"") 
(coffee-is "" kona "") 
(coffee-is "\"kona\"") 
(coffee-is  
"mighty good here 
")) 

6. Are the following valid or invalid facts?  Check to see if you're right by trying to assert them.  If the facts are 
valid, identify the type of field each facts contains.  Note that, on some of the examples, CLIPS will hang up 
until you provide necessary characters such as closing quotation marks or parentheses.  If you can't figure out 
the correct characters, you'll have to break off execution of CLIPS with a Control C command.  Watch facts and 
see if the way in which the fact is entered matches the way in which CLIPS interprets the facts. 

(^&)   
("")   
(" ")   
(grocery-list (bread milk flour))   
(coffee-is stimulating")  
(Uppercase WORDS)   
(lowercase words)   
("the lions den is open)     
()    
(())     
(output le10 10000)   

7. Enter a (clear) command, and then assert the following as facts.  Remember to use good style by choosing an 
appropriate fact descriptor.  After all the facts have been asserted, retract the third fact.  Then retract all the facts 
with one retract command. 

The cost of airfare to Portland is $138.00 
A room costs $60 for a single 
The speed limit is 65 mph 
Portland has waterfalls 
Beaverton has floods 
Hanford has rivers 
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8. Write a program that will assert and print a course number, title, instructor and term when you assert a course 
number with a top-level command.  Each piece of information should be prefaced with a label.  For example, if 
you enter (assert (course cmsi 682)), the program would print out: 

course number:<tab>cmsi 682 
course title:<tab>Knowledge-based Systems 
instructor:<tab>Dr. Stephanie E. August 
term:<tab>Spring 1997 

 where <tab> is a tab. 

9. Translate each of the following sentences into rules.  Be sure to include a relation name in each fact for good 
style.  Test each rule by asserting the appropriate facts.  Do a (clear) before entering the next rule and use (watch 
all) to observe what's happening. 

a) If the weather is warm and the sky is blue,  
 then print out that it's a good day for the beach. 

b) If you have ice cream, hot fudge, whipped cream , nuts, and a banana,  
 then you need to slice the banana, put all the ingredients in a dish and print "Time for dessert!", I say. 

  Hint:  For problem b, the final fact-list should not be the same as the initial fact list. 
 


